
Abstract:

1. Introduction

A new localization approach to increase the navigatio-
nal capabilities and object manipulation of autonomous
mobile robots, based on an encoded infrared sheet of light
beacon system, which provides position errors smaller than
0.02m is presented in this paper. To achieve this minimal
position error, a resolution enhancement technique has
been developed by utilising an inbuilt odometric/optical
flow sensor information. This system respects strong low
cost constraints by using an innovative assembly for the
digitally encoded infrared transmitter. For better guidance
of mobile robot vehicles, an online traffic signalling capa-
bility is also incorporated. Other added features are its less
computational complexity and online localization capa-
bility all these without any estimation uncertainty. The
constructional details, experimental results and computa-
tional methodologies of the system are also described.

Keywords: infrared beacons, position estimation; robot
localization; sheet of light beacons.

Accurate sensing of vehicle position and attitude is
a vital requirement in many mobile robot applications.
In this modern age the autonomous or semi autonomous
robot vehicles find applications in automated inspection
systems [1], floor sweepers [2], hazardous environments
[3], autonomous truck loading systems [4], agriculture
tasks, delivery in establishments like manufacturing
plants, office buildings, hospitals [5], etc. and providing
services for the elderly [6]. In addition to this, autono-
mous vehicles are widely utilized in undersea exploration
and military surveillance systems [7,8]. Mobile robots are
also finding their way into a growing number of homes,
providing security, automation [9,10], and even enter-
tainment. In order to navigate to their destination, the
robots must have some means of estimating

and in . Information
about the location of an inanimate object, for example
a cargo pallet, can streamline inventory and enable ware-
house automation. A variety of technologies have been
developed and used successfully to provide position and
attitude information. However, many of these existing
positioning systems have inherent limitations in their
workspace. These limitations generally fall into two main
categories: line-of-sight restrictions and insufficient
resolution/precision as they require multiple clear lines-
of-sight and absolute drift-free measurements.

where they
are which direction they are heading

In mobile robot applications, two basic position esti-
mation methods are employed concurrently, viz., the ab-

solute relative Absoluteand positioning [11]. positioning
methods usually rely on the use of appropriate extero-
ceptive (external) sensing techniques, like navigation
beacons [12,13], active or passive landmarks [14], map
matching [15], or satellite-based navigation [16] sig-
nals. Navigation beacons and landmarks normally require
costly installations and maintenance, while map-match-
ing methods are usually slower and demand more memory
and computational overheads. The satellite-based navi-
gation techniques are used only in outdoor implementa-
tions and have poor accuracy, of the order of a few me-
tres. Relative position estimation or dead reckoning is
based on proprioceptive (internal) sensing systems like
odometry [17], inertial navigation system (INS) [18] or
optical flow techniques [19], where the error growth rate
of these systems are usually unacceptable. The vehicle
performs self-localization by using relative positioning
technique, called dead reckoning. For implementing
a navigational system many indoor mobile robots use
active beacons [13] together with traditional inertial
navigation systems employing gyros and accelerometers
or position odometric system or both. The latter provides
accurate and precise intermediate estimation of position
during the path execution.

Inertial Navigation System (INS) is complex and ex-
pensive and requires more information processing for
extracting the required position and attitude informa-
tion. The localization based on INS uses accelerometers
or gyros, where the accelerometer data must be integra-
ted twice to yield the position information, thereby ma-
king these sensors extremely sensitive to drift. Though
the odometric system is simple, inexpensive and accurate
over short distances, it is prone to several sources of
errors due to wheel slippage, variations in wheel radius,
body deflections, surface roughness and undulations. For
better traction most of the mobile robots use rubber tires,
which have unevenness in their diameter and these tires
compress differently under asymmetric load distribution
or load imbalances, causing further position and attitude
errors.

For the successful navigation and path planning of
mobile robots, a well-defined and structured workspace is
required. This can provide high-rate of precise positio-
ning and attitude information for reliable estimation of
the vehicles' localization and navigation map. For out-
door applications Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) based localization techniques provide adequate
resolution, whereas for indoor use, this resolution is in-
sufficient and moreover the satellite signals may be
obstructed, which further aggravate the situation. Subs-
tantial research works are going on in the area of simul-
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taneous localization and map building (SLAM) [20] using
various sensing systems, which require more memory and
computational overhead for feature extraction. The er-
rors in kinematic and environmental parameters will lead
to poor estimation of positions during the path execution
and this necessitates the need for frequent absolute
localizations. For indoor applications like localization of
personnel, products and vehicles in warehouses as well as
production environments, where a stable and accurate
localization system is necessary, the ultrasonic, infrared,
[27] radio frequency [21] and laser techniques [22] are
commonly used. The use of ultrasonic sensors [23, 24] is
limited to the proximetry because of poor system charac-
teristics like moderate axial resolution, low lateral reso-
lution, and high rate of inaccuracies in measurements
resulting from multiple reflections, environmental com-
plexity and the aperture cone. Radio frequency systems
are very expensive and are susceptible to reflections from
metallic objects. These localization systems, which uti-
lize triangulation or trilateration techniques [25], have
high uncertainty in position estimations, incurring extra
computational overheads, resulting possibly in slowing
down the path execution process of the vehicle.

Most of the high-resolution systems are complex and
expensive. A cost effective commercially available infra-
red Beacon System used for indoor robot localization
application is the from Evolution Robotics Inc.
[28]. This system requires a reflecting roof for its func-
tioning which is not always feasible in an industrial/
warehouse environment. The reflective characteristics as
well as the indoor lighting system may affect its perfor-
mance. This system suffers from the computational over-
heads due to the triangulation technique.

The limitations of the above diverse ways of positio-
ning systems that are already in use open the scope for
further research opportunities for improvement and in-
novations. Many applications that depend on position
measurements could benefit from the development of
a new positioning system technology that alleviates
these restrictions. The development of a cost effective,
accurate and reliable system, utilising an infrared sheet
of light, which minimizes position errors during the path
execution is presented in this paper. This provides a cost
effective position and attitude sensing system designed
specifically to face the challenges in a realistic, cluttered
indoor environment, such as that of an office building or
warehouse. In the proposed approach, a number of bea-
con transmitters are installed in the well defined and
structured workspace as required and all the transmitters
provide the estimates in a common reference frame or
even universal frame. Two sensor units on the mobile
robot read the beacon and process the measurements to
determine its position, attitude and traffic signalling
information. The real-time identification and correction
methods mitigate the impact of localization errors cau-
sed by the robot vehicles and the environment. A novel
resolution enhancement algorithm suggested in this pa-
per satisfies the requirements for a high-resolution loca-
lization system. A prototype system has been built to
demonstrate the suggested approach.

Northstar

2. Sheet of light beacon

2.1. Principle of operation
The localization systems based on computer vision,

range finders or other sensors that do not require a spe-
cial arrangement of the environment are computationally
expensive and not too robust. Most of the infrared, ultra-
sonic or radio frequency beacons have inherent emission
characteristics that may affect the resolution of the mea-
suring system. Hence it is essential to consider a robust,
low-cost system for the absolute positioning of mobile
robots or other moving objects. This work describes an
assembly utilizing an infrared LED source that restricts
the spreading of the light intensity distribution confined
to a sheet of light.

Sheet of light techniques are utilized in robotics and
industrial applications for sensing objects, its shape and
size [26]. Here a new approach to produce the sheet of
light and an encoding scheme for localization application
is described. In order to produce a sheet of light for high-
resolution localization applications, an innovative as-
sembly as shown in Fig 1 has developed. The infrared
beam is guided through the space between two identical
sand blasted parallel metal plates of dimensions 100 mm

Fig 1. The infrared LED of the beacon transmitter moun-
ted on the structural assembly.

Fig 2. Variation of effective light sheet thickness against
the mounting height of the beacon.

.

.

.
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location information to the beacons without modifying
the firmware in each unit. Traffic signalling information
like speed limits, sharp turnings etc., can be communi-
cated by adding a few more bits and properly encoding
the beacon. A number of beacon transmitters are moun-
ted at various locations to define the environmental
structure. Each beacon will send fixed BIN plus traffic
signalling bits to the receiver. By establishing an RS 485
network among the beacons and a host computer, the po-
sition information in case of restructuring, as well as traf-
fic signalling commands can be modified online. The RS
485 interface is designed using DS75176 transceiver chip
and the RS 485_USB bridge is designed around an
18F2550 PIC microcontroller with inbuilt USB support.
Thus the system can be made user friendly by incorpora-
ting the RS 485 network with the host computer.

3.1. Method of Installation and Working

DISLiB
DISLiB

B

Most of the absolute localization methods using ultra-
sonic, infrared, radio frequency or laser require multiple
known beacons or encoded strips in the vicinity of the
robot vehicle as well as rotating/scanning, control and
computational units to estimate the position of the sys-
tem. If multiple localization systems are installed, a sen-
sor fusion algorithm must be used to obtain a better esti-
mate [27]. A prerequisite for a successful map matching
or landmark based technique of localization, is an accept-
able accuracy in the relative position estimation. By eli-
minating all the inherent problems and complexities of
these existing systems a high-resolution absolute locali-
zation is possible with the use of Digital Infrared Sheet of
Light Beacons ( ). By properly installing the Digital
Infrared Sheet of Light Beacons ( ) at known loca-
tions ( ) vertically above the track as shown in Fig 5,
an accurate and robust representation of the workspace

3. Vehicle localization

.

x 100 mm, kept 2.5 mm apart. These metal plates will be
acting as Lambertian scattering surfaces (diffuse reflec-
tors) and their dimensions have effects on the sheet
thickness as well as infrared light intensity. A single
infrared LED mounted at the centre of the LED housing,
as shown, is seen to have a beam angle of around 45
degrees, which can be increased by mounting multiple
LEDs.

The variation of effective infrared light sheet
thickness against the height of the mounting struc-
ture has been studied and the results are shown in Fig 2,
which illustrates a linear increase in light sheet thick-
ness for mounting heights above two metres.

The Digital Infrared Sheet of Light Beacons ( )
constructed using the above assembly are location enco-
ded and are designed around a 16F675 PIC microcontrol-
ler as shown in Fig 3. The system transmits a carrier
frequency of 40 kHz, which is pulse width modulated with
12 bit Beacon Identification Number ( ), one parity
bit and appropriate start pulse. The BIN is assigned to
each beacon installed in the workspace. The system em-
ploys a scaled version of Sony Infrared Remote Control
( ) protocol to transmit the data and the protocol
structure is shown in Fig 4. The time taken to transmit
a location information is around 6 ms, which may vary
slightly as the protocol uses different burst lengths for
'1's and '0's. Besides continuously transmitting the enco-
ded position information the microcontroller in the bea-
con transmitter drives the infrared LED(s) by switching
a transistor in series with a current limiting resistor.

By interfacing micro-switch inputs to the microcon-
troller for the configuration of a particular Beacon Iden-
tification Number ( ), one can easily encode different

The width of the region of the infrared light sheet
where the receiving system can properly read the enco-
ded position is the Effective Light Sheet Thickness
(ELST).

( )h

2.2. The beacon transmitter
DISLiB

BIN

SIRC

BIN

.

.

.
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Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of the beacon transmitter.

Fig. 4. The scheme of the scaled version of SIRC communication protocol.
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can be achieved for path planning and object identifi-
cation of the mobile robot. In a typical indoor structure,
the beacons should be mounted at a height of about
three metres for covering the entire width of the track and
for greater track widths either multiple infrared LEDs or
increased mounting heights within the reading threshold
of the beacons are preferred. For a systematic implemen-
tation of the system, the entire workspace can be divided
into various zones and tracks, where each track in the
zones is properly labelled for effective functioning. The
beacon distributions can be identified based on the syste-
matic errors resulting from the kinematic imperfections of
the vehicle and non-systematic errors due to the environ-
ment and depending on the resolution requirements.

During path execution, the position information gat-
hered by the infrared remote control receiver module
from the beacon is processed by the microcontroller sys-
tem of the vehicle that manages its navigation and
guidance. As the vehicle crosses the infrared light sheet
of thickness , the microcontroller based navigation sys-
tem directly captures the location-encoded information
( ) and the position is updated after retrieving the
corresponding absolute position from the database. The
receiver takes 6 ms for position decoding and hence at
least 12 ms is required for a guaranteed position update
while crossing a DISLiB. For a mounting height of about
three metres the effective light sheet thickness is
around 0.12 m (Fig 2), and hence the maximum speed of
the vehicle has to be limited to a value less than 10 m/s.
As the speed of practical indoor vehicles is less than this,
it does not cause any problem in field applications. Up to
this speed, the resolution of the system remains as the
effective light sheet thickness.

The functional block diagram of a typical beacon re-
ceiver is shown in Fig. 6. The odometric sensors provide
the position information to the microcontroller, which

(h)

(B)
Tr1 Tr2 h

d

d)

Fig. 5. A typical workspace showing the beacon positions
and mounting of the same vertically above the tracks
, etc. at a height of metres.

3.2. The Beacon Receiver and Controller

BIN

(
.

manages the drive and control systems. A wireless link
is established to monitor and assist the navigational
guidance system of the robot vehicle, which utilizes an
RF Programmable System on Chip (PSoC) module [29]
from Cypress Semiconductor Corporation - CYWM6935
PAEC. The module can have a range of about 200 metres
and operates at 2.4 GHz ISM band. It has inbuilt Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) communication [30]
facility with a 64 bit PN code for spreading and dis-
preading of data. The on chip serial peripheral interface
(SPI) can be utilized for configuration and establishing
communication with the module. This RF transceiver mo-
dule is ideal for short-range indoor applications. For the
receiver/controller design microchip PIC 18F4550 40-pin
microcontroller with inbuilt SPI support is used. The sys-
tem performance can further be improved by using multi-
ple microcontroller-based designs.

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the beacon receiver and controller.

Fig. 7. 3-D surface plots (a) indicates the variation of
resolution with respect to speed and reading time (b) the
variation of resolution with respect to speed and .

3.3. The Beacon performance and evaluation

ELST
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This is an absolute localization system for correcting
the errors caused by the inbuilt sensory system of the mo-
bile robot vehicle. In situations where frequent correc-
tion is required, more numbers of beacons are to be ins-
talled. The beacon ( ) performance is associated
with various parameters like the speed of the vehicle
(during beacon crossing), effective light sheet thickness
( ) of the system and the reading time, which de-
pends upon the coding scheme of the beacon trans-
mitter. As the vehicle crosses the , the system ta-
kes a certain number of readings depending on reading
time, and the speed of the vehicle. The role of these
parameters, which affect the performance, has been stu-
died and a resolution enhancement algorithm has been
developed which is explained in section 4. The charac-
teristics are plotted in Fig 7. These 3-D surface plots
show the role of vehicle speed, beacon's reading time and
Effective Light Sheet Thickness on the resolution of the
system. Fig 7a indicates the plot of speed and reading
time against the resolution with an effective sheet width
of 0.12 metres. The discrete variation of the resolution
depends on the number of beacon readings, which is
a function of speed and reading time. Fig 7b shows the
effect of ELST on the resolution and vehicle speed.

During path execution, as the vehicle crosses the
, the system takes number of readings depen-

ding on the ELST and the speed of the vehicle. For vehi-
cles moving at a speed less than the maximum speed allo-
wed by the system, the resolution could be increased by
making use of a resolution enhancement algorithm. Fast
moving vehicles have to be slowed down during the loca-
lization process for achieving acceptable resolution en-
hancement. The system generates a lookup table with the
count ( ), beacon reading ( ) and the odomertic posi-
tion information ( ), as shown in able 1.

Under a particular the beacon identification
number is the same for all the observations. The beacon
identification number points to a memory location in the
database from where the position information can be
retrieved. The position information furnished by the pro-
prioceptive sensors corresponding to or
position respectively for even or odd values of

. For an even value of can be replaced with

DISLiB

ELST

DISLiB

ELST

DISLiB

BIN

DISLiB

Table 1. Lookup table formulated for the execution of the
resolution enhancement algorithm.

can be
updated

n

n
P

n/2 n+1)/2
n
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n

n/2

th th(

.

.

.

4. Resolution Enhancement

T

an absolute position value from the database pointed by
and hence the resolution of the system is enhanced

from effective width of light sheet to . In fact the
algo-rithm replaces the position value with [ ]
+ ( ). The vehicles fitted with two sensors
create separate tables and finally updates with the ave-
rage value.

The resolution is effectively improved in the present
set up, as it is the product of the speed of the vehicle and
reading time, as illustrated below. The enhanced resolu-
tion , which is the ratio of the effective light sheet thick-
ness to the number of readings, can be deduced to:

(1)

Where

-
-
-

-

Equation (1) gives the inference that a reduced ve-
hicle speed improves the resolution. When , the
resolution enhancement algorithm will fail since ,
and the resolution remains at . For a vehicle crossing
the DISLiB at a speed of around 3 m/sec. with a reading
time of 6ms equation (1) computes the resolution to be
approximately 0.02 m. A further improvement in resolu-
tion can be obtained by reducing the beacon reading
time, which in turn is achieved by decreasing the infrared
burst lengths. Usually the reading time is constant for
a set up so that the resolution of the system varies with
the speed of the vehicle.

The kinematics and navigation equations for a three-
wheeled mobile vehicle with one driving-steering wheel
and two fixed rear wheels in-axis is considered for this
study. The odometric navigational systems are impleme-
nted using three optical incremental encoders. The dri-
ving steering wheel (front) is attached with a permanent
magnet DC motor with inbuilt encoder, which measures
the angular increments and a multi-turn potentiometer
for the measurement of the steering angle . The rear
wheels are also attached with encoders to estimate the
position and attitude of the vehicle. The beacon
receivers are utilized to update the position and heading
of the vehicle by utilizing the update equations for this
vehicle geometry.

The symbols used in the equations are defined below:

BIN

BIN

DISLiB

DISLiB

DISLiB

d d/n
P

P P

r

s
t
t
INT(t /t ) t /t

t t
n=1

d
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i

y

i

R
n - n - n

n+1

n+1 n/2

v

b

r

b r b r

r b

L R F

th

-

=

speed of the vehicle
time taken by the vehicle to cross the light sheet (ELST)
time required for one beacon reading

integer value of the ratio ( )

- the angle between the light sheet footprint and the line
joining between the beacon receiver sensors and .

- the angle between the light sheet footprint of the
and axis of the fixed reference frame.

- the estimated attitude of the vehicle with respect to the
fixed referenceþ

- the estimated attitude of the vehicle using the
with respect to the fixed referenceþ

- the steering angle with respect to axis of symmetryþ
- the wheel radius of the vehicleþ

- the encoder incremental pulse counts from the

.

1 2
th

th

5. Position and attitude update
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left, right and front wheel encoders respectively.
- the number of pulses per revolution of the encoder.
- the distance between the rotation axis of the front
(driver) wheel and the axis of the back wheel.

- the distance between rear wheels.
- the time required to cross the beacon light sheet.
- the time delay between two sensor outputs.
half the distance between two beacon sensors.

Fig. 8. Kinematic scheme of the three-wheeled mobile robot
vehicle and the footprint of the effective light sheet width
. The attitude is the angle between the absolute re-

ference frame OXY and the mobile reference frame PUV. The
origin is attached to the mid point of the axes joining the
rear wheels and the sensors and .
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Fig 8 shows a typical posture of the mobile vehicle
with an orientation “ and steering angle “ Two
identical DISLiB sensors and are mounted at the top
of the rear wheel axis of the vehicle at a distance of 2 .
If the vehicle's axis of symmetry is normal to the sheet of
light both the sensors receive the signal simultaneously.
From the received, the mounting angle of the corres-
ponding beacon transmitter, can be retrieved from the
database. If the vehicle crosses the beacon with a head-
ing angle “ (not equal to ) there will be a lag or lead
between the received signals, which is a measure of the
attitude of the vehicle. The signal waveforms derived
from the start pulse is shown in Fig 8 (inside the circle),
in which the time duration is the time required to cross
the beacon and the lag or lead time is the time required
to cover the distance by the vehicle. The lead or lag
time is a measure of the attitude of the vehicle. The
attitude computed by the receiver unit in the vehicle is
given by the following expression:

(2)

The computed value of , which is in equations
(5) and (8) is updated with this . For the computation
of the position and attitude let us consider the pulse
counts from the two independent optical encoders atta-
ched to the rear non-driven idler wheels of the vehicle
which have less coupling with the steering and driving
system and very less slippage between point of contact
and the floor. The update equations for this model are as

1 2

1 2

BIN

.

.

follows [31]:

(3)

(4)

(5)

The distance moved by the wheel's point of contact
could be derived by considering the vehicle's front dri-
ving steering wheel's incremental pulse count data. The
steering rotation is limited to ±40 about the axis of sym-
metry of the vehicle. The potentiometer sensor attached
to the steering system generates a voltage in the range of
0.5 V to 4.5 V for representing the steering angle. This is
fed to the analog to digital converter, the output of
which can be read by the microcontroller and the corres-
ponding steering can be computed. The update equa-
tions for this model are described as follows:

(6)

(7)

(8)

In a practical environment the pulse count received
from certain encoders may indicate an over count due to
workspace and operating conditions. So the least value of

and estimated from the equations
can be used for computing the pose of the

vehicle.

0

,
(3) to (8)

The described in this paper, developed for
mobile robot localization is a high resolution system
which is simple, fast and accurate without much of
computational burden or significant processing. Most
of the localization research works are experimented in
laboratory or room like environment. But most of the
service mobile robot vehicles are employed in indus-
tries, warehouses etc. where a particular path is defi-
ned for their movement. Most of the available beacon's
performance in corridors and narrow passages are not
satisfactory but the performance of is very
encouraging in these situations. The installation is not
limited to corridors, provided the vehicle crosses the
light sheet for position update and error correction.
Even in indoor applications the inclined paths cause
localization errors which are very difficult to eliminate.
But by installing s at appropriate locations one
can easily reduce the same. Normally the s are
fixed in such a way that the vehicle crosses the beacon
with an angle    equals to zero =    ).

The bit length used for position encoding can be
easily increased for mapping large workspaces. Separa-
te firmware for encoding different beacons can be eli-
minated by incorporating either configuration switch
inputs to the system or a RS 485 type of network and a

DISLiB

DISLiB

DISLiB
DISLiB

(i.e.

6. Conclusions
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host computer. The wireless closed loop monitoring in-
creases the overall efficiency of the system. While cros-
sing the very short distances of around 0.12 m (ELST ),
the system assumes uniform vehicle speed and accu-
rate odometry. In order to guarantee this, the beacon
installation points can be selected accordingly. For ex-
terior mobile robot localization, the beacon systems
can be organised on pillars in a side looking arrange-
ment. The effective light sheet thickness depends on
light intensity, mounting height and receiver sensiti-
vity. The non-uniform distribution of the beacon light
intensity results in slight variations of light sheet
thickness on the sides of the passage. This can be
reduced by the use of multiple infrared LEDs. This sys-
tem will obviate the inherent odometric and INS posi-
tion errors.
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